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Drawing out a reward to students aids to uplift positive behavior among students. Disciplining misbehave students in undertaking teaching and learning will be minimized. Sufficient learning and time will be allotted to group activities, discussions, experiments, even social interactions. When students display favorable behavior teaching and learning process could be easy on the part of the teacher.

Nowadays, teachers find it difficult in getting the attention of every students. Some students display inappropriate behavior that will destroy the momentum of the class. Even the expert teachers, who are knowledgeable on classroom management styles and strategies may sometime don’t get to teaching on time. In order to minimize this hitch in the classroom, teachers seize in giving rewards to students. Giving rewards has its good effects to students specifically their attitudes towards studies. Students who are kind to classmates, follow classroom rules and practiced desirables character traits are motivated with rewards –based system it will promote appropriate behavior in the whole class.

Rewards or Recognition in any form, big or small, little or much when teachers grant it to a meritorious student it truly persuades and stimulate some students to do so. Specially, students who have less effort in achieving their tasks. Through rewards, they will show much interest and extreme involvement in everyday classroom activities. It helps out students to stick their own aspiration and attain anything to be proud of oneself. Aside of those mention earlier, rewards will result in a successful and happy student. Student’s accomplishment in any disposition in life will cause delight or contentment on the part of the teacher. Finally, extending rewards to student will build-up their morale.
Every story about success will help students become more self-confident. They may feel proud and encourage to achieve another successful result.
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